
“new Bretton Woods” proposal put forward recently by Wall
Street banker Felix Rohatyn, designed not as a real solution
to the global crisis, but only to blunt the rapidly growing
influence of LaRouche’s own New Bretton Woods proposal.LaRouche: Let Seineldı́n

At the Aug. 31 Corrientes meeting, participants made sev-
eral proposals for strengthening Brazilian-Argentine cooper-Negotiate Argentine Debt
ation, in the areas of defense, and scientific and technological
development, and many took responsibility for projects to beby Cynthia R. Rush
presented at the next seminar, to be held in November in the
Brazilian state of Matto Grosso do Sul.

In a dramatic intervention into the Argentine crisis, Presiden-
tial pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche has proposed that Mo-
hamed Alı́ Seineldı́n, the imprisoned hero of Argentina’s
1982 Malvinas War against Great Britain, be named as Argen-
tina’s new debt negotiator, to replace Wall Street favorite, Greenspan Peters Out
Deputy Finance Minister Daniel Marx.

The proposal was announced Aug. 31 by EIR correspon- In Jackson Hole
dent in Argentina, Gerardo Terán, before a crisis meeting
of 60 leading citizens of Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay, by Marcia Merry Baker
attending the “Second Brazil-Argentine Seminar: the Hour of
Truth,” held in Corrientes, the capital city of the Argentine

Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan is known for hisprovince of the same name.
Sponsored by the LaRouche-affiliated Ibero-American dissimulating testimony on Capitol Hill, but his Aug. 31 key-

note address to the annual conference in Jackson Hole, Wyo-Solidarity Movement (MSIA), and the Seineldı́n-led Move-
ment for Ibero-American Integration and National Identity ming, on Aug. 31-Sept. 2, sponsored by the Kansas City Fed-

eral Reserve, tops the charts for obfuscation. The title of the(MINeII), the gathering is the second such seminar of Argen-
tine and Brazilian patriots, who have come together to address event was “Policy for the Information Economy” (the same

“New Economy” which has collapsed around Greenspan’sthe crises facing both nations, and the region, in the global
financial crash. The first was held June 1 in São Borja, in Rio ears, though he was not ready to admit that), and among some

100 in attendance were former Treasury Secretary LawrenceGrande do Sul, Brazil.
Attending the Corrientes meeting were representatives of Summers and senior finance officers from around the United

States and other countries. The strange unreality of Green-political, business, student, and civic organizations, educators
and trade union leaders, among others. span’s presentation was widely noted, confirming Lyndon

LaRouche’s judgment of this past Spring that the Fed Chair-Although Seineldı́n is currently in jail, LaRouche ex-
plained, the existential crisis his country faces is so great, that man is “a man who has ‘lost it,’ ” like the economy of which

he used to be called “master.”he should be allowed to leave prison in order to represent
Argentina’s sovereign interests before the international fi- “Greenspan Admits: We Understand Almost Nothing,”

was the headline in the Italian daily Il Sole 24 Ore on Sept. 1,nancial community. The country needs someone who under-
stands that its current financial disintegration is a microcosm which quoted from Greenspan’s speech. Even the Wall Street

Journal coverage resorted to diplomatic ambiguity, reportingof global monetary breakdown, and can only be remedied by
implementing LaRouche’s proposal to build a new interna- that the Greenspan speech was “highly technical,” but other-

wise “most notable, however, for its lack of a conclusion.”tional financial system, a New Bretton Woods.
The country has been looted intensively by consecutive But the central point of the insanity of Greenspan’s per-

oration (the lengthy advance text included footnotes) is thatausterity regimes over the years, shrinking its tax base, gutting
its productive capabilities, and driving its once proud, skilled he talked about prospects for continued U.S. consumer spend-

ing—saying there are “propensities” in that direction—at theworkforce into poverty and desperation. There is nothing left
to loot for international debt payments, without killing more very time when it is dramatically evident that the basis for

spending by consumers, businesses, and governments alike,people.
Various Argentine political leaders, at the end of August, is blowing out. So his “lack of a conclusion” was surprising

only to such as the Journal.were making futile proposals, trying to ameliorate Interna-
tional Monetary Fund conditionalities, or creating a “national Figure 1 shows one aspect of the situation—the fall in

U.S. corporate profits (annualized quarterly figures releasedunity” government to renegotiate or restructure the foreign
debt; but all premised on working within the existing, dead, by the Department of Commerce). After a dramatic run-up

during the 1990s, profits then gyrated wildly, and now areinternational monetary system.
These proposals for Argentina are similar to the phony heading straight down. New Commerce Dept. figures reveal
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